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AWAKEN MY SOUL (#4)
Goldazura (#2)
No Talking Back (#1)

Exacta:  2-4/1-2-4, $4.  Tri:  2-4/1-2-4/1-2-4-8-9, $6.  Daily Double:  1-2-4/1-7, $6.       
PARKER’S
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$20,000 yearling purchase goes for a barn that has won with two two-year-olds 
so far this year, she looks ready off workouts, best guess.This one also goes for a barn that has them ready for their debuts, she is bred for 
speed and should have ability.Another first time starter that is bred to win early, she could be the one.

GYMNAST JADIE (#1)
Cahills Misty Morn (#7)
Nightwalker (#6)

Exacta:   1-7/1-6-7, cost $4. 
Crushed foes in her first start on this surface when breaking her maiden in fast 
time, she again will have to be caught.Third shen facing similar last but she did have some excuses in that race and 
should get a nice stalking trip today.Improved with blinkers when winning her last, she won’t be far away late.

GELDAUTOMAT (#5)
Pick by the Box (#4)
Power Fleet (#1)

Exacta:   4-5/1-4-5, cost $3. Trifecta:   4-5/1-4-5/1-2-3-4-5, $6.  
Pick 3:  4-5/6-7/6-11, cost $4.Returns to a sprint after a dull route try last, he was pretty impressive one race 

back and anything near that effort should win in this spot.Third after a slow start in his most recent, he has run well well in all three of his 
Emerald races and before that in California, expect another good try.Given six weeks after tiring in his last, he cannot be ignored.

THREE FORKS GOLD (#6)
Listo (#7)
Arlington Lady (#8)

Exacta:   6-7/6-7-8, cost $4. Trifecta:   6-7/6-7-8/1-5-6-7-8, $6. 
Pick 3:  6-7/6-9-11/8, cost $3.  Forced a rocket pace, took the lead but was outfinished late in her most recent, it 

looks like her turn to graduate.Third in the same heat as the top choice last, she may have needed that race and 
should improve.Also exits the same heat as the top two, another who may have needed her last.

ENDLESS CRUISE (#6)
Jen’s Jag (#11)
Cash N Dash (#9)

Exacta:   6-11/6-9-11, $4.  Tri:  6-11/6-9-11/1-6-7-9-11, $6.  Pick 3:  6-9-11/8/2-6-9, $4.50.
Veteran ran evenly for third in his last when facing similar, he also had a bit of 
trouble in that race and seems most likely in a wide open heat.Forced a fast pace and paid the price late when fourth, he was stuck inside that 
day and while a wide trip in likely, the outside post a plus for his style.Things set up well for his stretch run last when second, he might get right trip.

ANALYSIS PARALYSIS (#8)
Rockport Birdie (#5)
Stuck River (#10)

Exacta:   8/2-5-10, $3.  Tri:  8/2-5-10/2-5-10, $3.  Pick 3:  8/2-6-9/2-4-7, $4.50.
Tough loss when 3/5 four weeks ago at this level as she was knocked sideways 
at the start yet finished well to lose by a nose, choice again.Didn’t get away cleanly from the gate and that cost her late when favored two 
weeks ago, clearly a clean break will be a big help.Meets a little tougher after a nice score last, she will pass many of these late.

Super:   6-11/6-9-11/1-6-7-9-11/1-2-6-7-8-9-11, $4.80.  Pick 5:  6-9-11/8/2-9/2-4-7/7-9, $18.

Super:  6-7/6-7-8/1-5-6-7-8/all, $6.  

Super:   4-5/1-4-5/1-2-3-4-5/1-2-3-4-5-6-7, $4.80.

Super:   1-7/1-6-7/1-2-5-6-7/all, $4.80.  

Super:  2-4/1-2-4/1-2-4-8-9/1-2-4-6-7-8-9, $4.80.  Pick 3:  1-2-4/1-7/4-5, $6.  Pick 4:  1-2-4/1-7/4-5/6-7, $12. 

Super:  8/2-5-10/2-5-10/2-5-6-7-9-10, $2.40.   Pick 4:  8/2-6-9/2-4-7/7-9, $9. 

Trifecta:  1-7/1-6-7/1-2-5-6-7, $6.
Pick 3:   1-7/4-5/6-7, cost $4. 
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COMING IN HOT (#9)
Bridge Baron (#2)
Image of Truth (#6)

Exacta:   2-9/2-6-9, cost $4.

Good effort when fourth in his first try against winner last, that was against 
older and he is back against his age group today, edge in a wide open race.
Invader from Hastings Park ships in off a couple of excellent efforts, he does 
pick up significant weight today but will battle throughout.
Troubled trips each of his last two starts, he must be considered.

Super:   2-9/2-6-9/2-4-5-6-9/2-4-5-6-7-8-9, $4.80.  

TIZ MY CHERRIE (#7)
Parker’s Delight (#4)
Great Lady Zen (#2)

Exacta:  4-7/2-4-7, cost $4. Trifecta:   4-7/2-4-7/2-3-4-6-7, $6.  
Daily Double:  4-7/7-9, cost $4.

Sped to the lead and wasn’t threatened in her first start in over a year last, she 
worked well after that race and tab to repeat.
Comes off two nice scores in her two starts this year, she has a nice style and 
should be able to handle the rise in claiming price.
Been away a couple of months but she won her last two starts, obvious danger.

GOLDEN DYNAMO (#7)
Sharp Focus (#9)
Fin Du Monde (#8)

Exacta:   7-9/7-8-9, cost $4. Trifecta:   7-9/7-8-9/2-6-7-8-9, $6.

Couldn’t reach contention when facing a good field for the level last, he drops 
in claiming price and faces restricted company here, should go much better.
Been away a while but he has a very nice string of workouts and also has 
excellent tactical speed, don’t overlook.
Improved second while saving ground throughout last, likely for a piece again.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS
for Saturday Afternoon, June 25th, 2016

Super:   7-9/7-8-9/2-6-7-8-9/2-3-4-6-7-8-9, $4.80.

Super:   4-7/2-4-7/2-3-4-6-7/2-3-4-6-7, $2.40.

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:
ANALYSIS PARALYSIS in the sixth. COMING IN HOT in the seventh.

Today’s Exotic Play: 
Race 8, $.50 Trifecta:  4-7/2-4-7/2-3-4-6-7, cost $6.

Tri:  2-9/2-6-9/2-4-5-6-9, $6.   
Pick 3:   2-9/4-7/7-9, cost $4.  
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CHRISTY JACKSON (#5)
What a Stormkat (#3)
Ultimate Game (#8)
ADIOS PRINCESS (#1)
Angel Lane (#2)
Princess Kendra (#3)
BASINCA (#5)
Concord’s Star (#1)
Concorso (#4)

KLIMT (#6)
Silver Assault (#10)
Law Abidin Citizen (#5)
JAZZY TIMES (#5)
Victory Call (#6)
Forest Blue (#3)
TAMAN GUARD (#7)
Family Code (#8)
Espirito Bueno (#5)
GIANT EXPECTATIONS (#7)
Westfest (#2)
Tiz No Bluff (#5)
SUBTLE INDIAN (#6)
Lord Nelson (#4)
Coastline (#8)
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Santa Anita Pleasanton        Hastings Park
Race Selections for Saturday, June 25th, 2016

HOPPERTUNITY (#6)
Second Summer (#2)
Melatonin (#7)

PENELOPE (#5)
Sassy Jazzy (#4)
Read My Lips (#3)
KHOUROS CS (#6)
Ambush Aa (#2)
Sand Lilly (#5)
REASONABLE PRIDE (#4)
King’s to You (#2)
Blow the Whistle (#3)

UNUSUALLY BIG (#6)
Pacific Channel (#2)
Dually Affirmed (#1)
MA’MOISELE SPEAKER (#1)
Water Cat (#7)
Madame Clouet (#2)
SEA MISTRESS (#7)
Lady Chrome (#8)
Dancing Ava (#6)
CITALI (#6)
Indian Brut (#3)
London Legacy (#5)
SOUTHERN FREEDOM (#4)
Eagle Screams (#1)
Docs Legacy (#7)
PROTOCOL (#8)
Over Achiever (#5)
Kronwall (#4)

LEADING LADY (#5)
On Camera (#2)
B a Hole Auger (#3)
TOTAL DEFENCE (#5)
Lemonade (#2)
Such a Bargain (#3)
STRANGELY AROUSING (#4)
Mr. Candy (#5)
Mario’s Win (#6)

PACIFIC STORM (#5)
Zygo (#3)
Jo It All (#6)
KILLARNEY KID (#2)
Merlot (#4)
Admiral Jaxon (#7)
JOCKEY STYLE (#7)
Wailea’s Command (#5)
Cruise Dancer (#4)
TEXAS ALLEY KAT (#5)
Sakura (#6)
Baja Storm (#1)


